Some forgotten events stay puzzlingly forgotten, whatever their actual historical importance, even as others secure a place in historical memory. Many members of the educated public now know that the influenza pandemic of the early twentieth century killed more people than did the concurrent battles of World War I. In comparison, few people -- including few United States citizens -- know that in 1793 yellow fever ravaged the nation's capital, Philadelphia, killing a possible total of 5000 out of a population estimated at 50 000, and sending over 10 000 refugees streaming from the city. Needless to say, Philadelphia ceased to function and, with it, effectively, the federal government itself. The disease returned in six subsequent episodes. Nor was the situation unique to Philadelphia. Multiple yellow fever epidemics afflicted early America's port cities, if none as dire as that in the then capital. These are the facts as known then and now. What remained mysterious to people at the time was how yellow fever developed in the first place. Debates over its possible causes (and therefore its possible modes of prevention) were particularly rancorous. Thomas A. Apel analyses those arguments in his new book, *Feverish Bodies, Enlightened Minds*, characterising yellow fever as 'the most pressing natural problem of the early national period' (p. 2).

The recurring epidemics have had a fair amount of attention from historians of early American medicine (never a very large group) as well as some scholars of the early Republic. The stark divisions of contemporary interpretation have been an enduring puzzle for these historians. Some scholars have proposed that the essential divide was political, Federalists versus Republicans, for instance, at a hot moment of partisan politics that -- not yet institutionalised into formal political parties -- spilled over into much of the rest of public life. Disagreement according to particular theories of the body and the rest of the natural world have also been examined.

To make his own contribution, Apel focuses on the division between localists and contagionists, as he terms them. The distinction has been previously noted -- it was an existing one at the time among medical theorists in Europe as well as colonial zones. In essence, localists argued that autochthonous factors -- such as damp, miasma and accumulated filth within particular environments -- were to blame for sickening individuals; contagionists insisted instead that external vectors must somehow carry yellow fever (and other illnesses) from abroad, possibly also transmitting it from person to person. Neither argument was expressed in terms that would easily map onto theories of any disease today, though some parts of them resembled present-day explanations of illness and its transmission; in essence, neither contagionists nor localists were entirely right -- or entirely wrong.

Apel makes his strongest point when he delineates how the localists won public opinion by being better organised, meaning better published, better positioned at universities (where they taught their view to a rising generation of medical practitioners), and therefore in the end more persuasive. He presents their victory as systemic, not intellectual; the localists printed their way to prominence, silencing the opposition through repeated and cleverly networked articulations. In this way, he shows that both sides of the argument participated in accepted intellectual discourse of the time -- both positions proceeded from what would have been defined as enlightened principles, using modern ideas about chemistry, human history, the constitution of the body. Between them, the two camps help us to identify what the accepted modes of natural knowledge production were within the early United States. One crucial additional factor helped localists, Apel argues: the congruence of their position with a religious argument from design, which emphasised the innate order revealed within nature, including (alas for humans) the malign effects of miasmic locations. In this way, localists both accepted and yet modified European medical theories that, Apel states, were not always as directly attuned to spiritual matters.

Despite his book's subtitle, *Science and the Yellow Fever Controversy in the Early American Republic*, Apel's focus is almost wholly on Philadelphia. To be sure, any debates that occurred in the republic's capital would to some extent represent a larger discourse about things American. But there was a broader literature on fevers in southern port cities especially that his analysis does not take on board. And there was, of course, an even broader articulation of ideas throughout the Atlantic world, an assessment of which would have helped to make even clearer whatever might have been distinctive to the United States, rather than generically American.

Moreover, and more troublingly, Apel's examination omits the question of race. He does mention slavery -- and it really is only just mentioned -- as an economic institution, as well as how debates over slave importation overlapped with debates on the possible foreignness of yellow fever. But the overlap was not incidental. Given the emerging and eventually nation-shattering division over slavery's expansion, anxiety over how a population from West Africa might be a reservoir of disease was important at this stage of US history.

And racism was significant to the yellow fever debates, as other scholars have noted. Except in one paragraph (p. 23), Apel ignores this dimension of the controversy, the way in which conviction that black and white bodies were intrinsically different influenced comprehension of this and other diseases. Instead, he frames a debate in which localists and contagionists did not dwell on that differentiation among kinds of people. This is highly misleading. The resistance of African captives to tropical fevers was assumed to be innate and inherited by American-born blacks. Indeed, that some black Philadelphians stayed and assisted feverish whites, while many victims' friends, neighbours, or even relatives fled, was noted as heroic, yet with a sense that these individuals nevertheless risked less than whites would have done, because they were presumed to have superior resistance to yellow fever.

The absence of this racialised set of ideas within Apel's analysis is a significant omission. How enlightened were the early Republic's medical cognoscenti, after all, if they continued to reinforce racist prejudice that black bodies were unfailingly strong rather than subject, equally to white bodies, to fevers or other weaknesses? Given the persistence of racism within the United States today, and ongoing arguments about it, it's a good bet that any assessment of yellow fever which included the issue of race might gain greater purchase in historical consciousness than one which excluded that issue.
